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In order to start a web site business not only do you need a website that stands out and showcases
your products but when your site is established you will need each product to be catalogued and
listed for inventory purposes and for accounting. A bar code process is now a necessity for any
online business and any online auction site requires items to be specifically bar coded. Even your
own site will benefit from this bar coding.

There are many sites online that offer this bar coding service. A site that comes highly
recommended is codeupc.net. This site helps you with UPC codes, EAN codes and barcodes for
any distributor or supplier anywhere in the world.  Sellers on Amazon, Google, Yahoo and other
online retailers all have used the service. UPC is a Universal Product Code that which is a 12 digit
barcode that helps to manage sales and inventory of all products. A barcode is a name for the
product being sold that the computer understands and stores away in its data bank. A UPC tag is
required for all general products in the USA and Canada. An EAN code is a 13 digit code that is
acceptable in all countries.

When you register with codeupc.net a purchase order will be sent to you with the UPC code and
EAN code immediately to your email.  You can then generate barcodes for your product with the
barcode generator that is given to you free of charge. Only 1 code per item is required however if
there are variations in the item of color, size and style then you will need a separate code for each in
order to differentiate them. If a shirt is available in 3 colors then you will need 3 separate barcodes
for them. There is no price data that is available with the bar code, when the bar code is uploaded
you will have to enter the pricing into the channel being used as a medium for the site. For e.g. if
you are dealing with EBay then you will have to register your barcode with them.

Each UPC code will cost about $1.29 each but there is a minimum order that is required. There are
testimonials available from satisfied customers who have used these bar codes from codeupc.net
and have had their businesses flourish. The benefit of ordering from this site is that the order is
executed instantly, the costing is low and economical and these codes are all absolutely authentic.
There are no renewal fees and these codes are valid for all products except for pharmaceutical
items.

Buy these barcodes from codeupc.net and then get better accountability of your products and make
warehousing easier as well.
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